
 
 

Minneapolis Public Schools  
Special School District No. 1 

Superintendent’s District Parent Advisory Committee Meeting ACTION ITEMS 
 

February 23, 2015 

DPAC Meeting Notes/Action Items 

Meeting opened at 6:05 by Lynnea Atlas-Ingebretson, Director, OSFCE 

Welcome/Introductions: 

Next DPAC Meeting:  Monday, March 16, 2015 

Attendees   
Superintendent Michael Goar Lynnea Atlas-
Ingebretson 
Gael Ellis 
Keith Swanson 
Kimberly Caprini 
Amy Hasbargen  
Farhio Khalif  

Wendy Gennaula  
Sarah Washington  
DeVon Nolan 
Amanda Harrington 
Eudet Ballina  
Kim Ellison – Director  

 
Barbara White (Recorder) 
Andria Daniel-Curry 
Jocelyn Beard 
Thomas Lee  
Ibrahim Hirsi  
Deqa Sayid 

 

Agenda Items Presenters Notes 

   

1.  Welcome and 
Introductions 

  

      

2. Update from 
Interim  
Sup. Goar 
 
 
 
Budget Work is 
Underway 
 
 
 
 
Community 
Partnership Schools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Building Trust with 
our parents and 

  Tomorrow the state is releasing the most recent graduation rates.  We anticipate a 
Positive Trend line on graduation rates across all sub-groups.  We have amazing 
students working in our schools.  After we receive the graduation rate, we will      
start a narrative around that, and start a positive campaign for the image of MPS. 

 Work on Acceleration 2020 is well under way.  We are focused on: early literacy, 
academic achievement and lowering class size. Our job is to offer support to the 
schools. 

 Re-sizing the Davis Center is a top priority so that additional funds can be directed 
to the schools to focus on increasing instructional time for stand alone middle and 
high schools, lowering class size for non-priority schools for k-2 and k-3 and to 
support special education teachers by reducing their case load. We are looking for 
around a $20 mil investment.   

 Community Partnership Schools will have significant autonomy in decision making 
about budget, staff, time and curriculum.  This means they would have an 
opportunity to hire those staff that they deem necessary for the success of their 
students. The four schools in the first round are NSJ, Folwell, Ramsey and Bancroft.  
There will be other rounds for schools to apply and become CPS. 

 We are interested in hearing from our parents on how to create a different level of 
dialogue.  What works, and what doesn’t?  Give us feedback on how we can 
improve as leaders of our organization.  We would like to have a much deeper 
dialogue. 
     ~Parents of Somali students would like cultural and language classes that honor 
their identity and preserve their culture. 
     ~How are teachers evaluated so that programs are working for our students? 
     ~SW classroom sizes are growing and budgets are being cut.  This impacts trust 



 

 

community in new 
and better ways 
 
 
 
 

that our students are a priority too. We need transparency around decision making 
and inclusion when there are big changes, eg. The division of Armatage after CSO 
and its impact on families.   
     ~Take the information and discussions to the schools, where the parents are 
rather than asking them to come to us.   
     ~ Launch campaigns in those places where people gather in their community 
like the nail shop and the barbershop.  

How can DPAC be 
improved, or is it 
great? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  There is not enough time to get at issues as we are pressed to get through an 
agenda.  The most important part of the meeting is the dialogue with the 
Superintendent. 

 There needs to be clear action steps from the meetings and meaningful follow up 
and responses after issues come to the meeting for attention. 

 We would like a better understanding of different cultures and practices so that 
we can build our community. 

 We need time to bring forward questions that parents and community members 
bring to us. We can improve on being intentional about how we get information 
and take information back to parents and community members. 

 DPAC is important to many parents, knowing their voice can be heard and 
responded to. 

 We can sponsor more culturally specific events and meetings so that we can learn 
about our families and let people know that they have been heard. 

General Q&A   Since the classrooms are getting larger.  Is there a question of bldg. more schools?  

 Our Chief Operating Officer  is doing a space and capacity study.  We will be 
examining a variety different options.  How do balance the space issue, because at 
some places we have too much space and some places we don’t have enough?  

 What is the role of the turnaround teams at some of the high priority schools? 
Why don’t they stay in schools for a longer period of time? 

 The purpose of the turnaround teams is to work to turn those high priority schools 
around.  We are seeing some positive changes that we will use as models for 
future work in other high priority schools.  

 How it will SBA affect the non-title one schools?  What is the formula?  It will help 
our site-council to prepare.  How is the district going to support schools who don’t 
receive additional funds?   Transparency will do a lot to regain trust. 

 People are learning from what’s happening right now.   
              We have 10 schools going through a mock budget process.                       

 Can the you guarantee the schools get the same amount of funds next year as this 
year 

 No I cannot insure that.  I and the board and the will have to look at that.  We have 
to be better at communicating information. 

 We would like to see more positive things said about black and brown schools. Our 
kids need to see more adults who look like them in the buildings. 

 We are starting a “grow your own” program to increase the number of special 
education, ELL and teachers of color.  We also looking to create a pipeline for 
Minneapolis Public School graduates will go through the college system and come 
back to teach in MPS. 

 How do community organizations become partners with MPS? 

 We have an office of external partnerships and they have a process for 
organizations to go through. 

 Is the PBS Slavery Simulation Curriculum being used in MPS? 

 It is one class in one school.  Teachers can use supplementary curriculum as a 
supplemental teaching tool. 

 



 
Action Items: 

 

DPAC – Role of DPAC Meeting topic  

ELL – Heritage language & culture Somali language/culture class in place of other classes 
ie. music 

SBA rollout Finance team will provide a concrete schedule to roll 
out the SBA listening sessions.  Finance team will 
provide the formula. How will this affect non-title I 
schools?  Transparency is critical. 

Site Council Michael Thomas is in charge of the responsibility of 
how we have a robust site council 

 

 

HR – Teacher observation and evaluation               How are teachers observed and evaluated? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual on what reducing class sizes would really look                   . 

like with targeted sizes met?               

 

 

look like if they were reduced to the goal numbers? 


